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CubeZone

Microwave motion detector 
for automatic doors

ArtMotion

Ultra-flat, precise, unique

  Beautiful design:
The door design can be fully appreciated because of the 
ultra-flat, plain sensor housing

  Optimum person flow:
The field cannot be bypassed along the door panel because 
of the shape and precision of the CubeZone microwave field 

  Power-saving:
Avoids unwanted door openings because of direction 
recognition and crossing traffic masking

  Short start-up time:
Quick and intuitive installation, practical basic settings
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ArtMotion

Microwave motion detector for automatic doors

Ultra-flat and 
unobtrusive design

 Its small and elegant design means the 
detector integrates magnificently in any 
door design

Your benefits

World first : 
CubeZone 

 The innovative and very precise field 
geometry means it is almost impossible 
to avoid the CubeZone 

 The microwave field can be adjusted so 
precisely that it ends just in front of 
the door panels

Rapid start-up and 
installation

 Simple programming using 2 DIP switches 
and the potentiometer 

Potentiometer for 
field settings 

DIP switch for direction 
detection and cross traffic 
masking

A sensationally definable and precise field is a characteristic feature of this microwave motion 
detector which is the flattest in the world. The unique, innovative microwave antenna developed 
by Bircher Reglomat gives you an unrivaled field geometry – the CubeZone – it makes undetected 
passing between the door panels and the microwave field almost impossible. ArtMotion activates 
your automatic door with complete reliability. 

The elegantly shaped ArtMotion is extremely flat, only 25 mm thick, and can be installed 
intuitively without requiring significant preliminary knowledge. You can programme the required 
settings easily using the potentiometer and two DIP switches.



Situation 
Activating sliding doors

Solution 
 Reliable activation with the 

ArtMotion permits an optimum 
flow of people

Advantages 
 Direction recognition prevents 

the door from standing open for 
a long time

 Excellent for wide entrances, 
field width adjustable up to 4 m

Situation 
Activating revolving and 
semi-circular doors

Solution 
 The circular line adapter allows 

the ArtMotion to be mounted 
on revolving doors in a matter 
of moments

Advantages
 Low warehousing, one sensor 

with numerous possible 
applications

Situation 
Activating doors onto pavements

Solution 
 ArtMotion detects who is 

walking towards the door and 
who is walking past. 
Therefore, it is well suited for 
doors onto corridors and 
pavements

Advantages 
 Energy-saving because cross-

ing traffic masking effectively 
avoids mis-tripping

Reliable in every application

Extended accessories

Ceiling mounting bracket
Use the mounting bracket to 
mount the ArtMotion on the 
ceiling

Modern accessories specially designed for the ArtMotion helps you to use the sensor 
in almost every application. 

Rain and snow cover
It protects the sensor 
against environmental 
factors

Circular line adapter
In revolving and semi-
circular doors, its curved 
back panel ensures flush-
mounted installation

Shim adapter
It serves to adjust the 
distance of the microwave 
field to the door panels 
of sliding doors




